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Minutes for  October 19, 1966

To: Members of the Board

From: Office of the Secretary

Attached is a copy of the minutes of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on
the above date.

It is not proposed to include a statement
With respect to any of the entries in this set of

minutes in the record of policy actions required to
be maintained pursuant to section 10 of the Federal

Reserve Act.

Should you have any question with regard to
the minutes, it will be appreciated if you will advise
the Secretary's Office. Otherwise, please initial
below. If you were present at the meeting, your

Initials will indicate approval of the minutes. If
You were not present, your initials will indicate
only that you have seen the minutes.

Chm. Martin

Gov. Robertson

Gov. Shepardson

Gov. Mitchell

Gov. Daane

Gov. Maisel

Gov. Brimmer



Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System on Wednesday, October 19, 1966. The Board met in the Board

Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman 1/

Mr. Robertson, Vice Chairman

Mr. Shepardson
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Daane
Mr. Maisel
Mr. Brimmer

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Young, Senior Adviser to the Board and

Director, Division of International Finance

Mr. Holland, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Solomon, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Molony, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Cardon, Legislative Counsel

Mr. Fauver, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Brill, Director, Division of Research

and Statistics

Mr. O'Connell, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Partee, Associate Director, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Sammons, Associate Director, Division of

International Finance

Mr. Grimwood of the Division of International

Finance
Messrs. Egertson and Lyon of the Division of

Examinations

Application of First Florida Bancorporation (Items 1 and 2).

There had been distributed drafts of an order and statement reflecting

he Board's approval on October 6, 1966, of the application of First

'1°rida Bancorporation, Haines City, Florida, to become a bank holding

co PanY through the acquisition of 51 per cent or more of the voting

silres of 11 banks in the State of Florida.

Withdrew at point indicated in minutes.
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Issuance of the order and statement was authorized; copies of

the documents as issued are attached as Items 1 and 2, respectively.

Application of Virginia Commonwealth Corporation (Item No. 3).

8Y order dated July 28, 1966, the Board approved the application of

Virginia Commonwealth Corporation, Richmond, Virginia, to acquire

Shares of The First Valley Bank, Weber City, Virginia, a proposed new

bank. The order called for the acquisition of those shares within

three months and for the opening of the new bank within six months.

Applicant had now requested extension of those dates until March 15 and

April 1, 1967, respectively.

The request was approved unanimously; attached as Item No. 3 is

a Copy of the order reflecting this action.

112guest for access to application (Item No. 4). In April 1963

the Board denied an application by State Bank of Albany, Albany, New

York, for permission to merge The Unadilla National Bank, Unadilla, New

York.
The Unadilla bank now proposed to merge with a subsidiary bank

°f Marine

had
neglected to retain a copy of the previous merger application, and

Midland Corporation located in Troy, New York. Apparently it

it wo,i,
'Ll-u now like to inspect the application at the Federal Reserve Bank

af New York. State Bank of Albany had expressed reservations on the

grGund that certain information contained in the application could be

1:11 assistance to competitors. Members of the Board's staff had inspected

the application and believed there were certain portions that should be
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withheld. Subject to the deletion of those portions, staff agreed

With the recommendation of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York that

the Unadilla bank be allowed access to the application.

The staff recomuiendation was approved unanimously; attached as

Item No. 4 is a copy of the letter sent to the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York pursuant to this action.

Messrs. O'Connell, Egertson, and Lyon then withdrew from the

meeting

Voluntary foreig credit restraint ram. Governor Robertson

noted that it would be necessary to come to a decision shortly with

respect to the recouunendations to be made to the Administration con-

cerning the voluntary foreign credit restraint program. In his judgment

this was the time to place the voluntary program on a standby basis

insofar as banks and nonbank financial institutions were concerned. He

called attention to the fact that at the moment the banks as a whole

were under the guideline ceilings by around $1.2 billion. As to the

ti"henk financial institutions, whereas in 1965 there was a substantial

out 4:,
in the first six months of this year the outflow to Canada had

been
more than offset by a cutback of credit to other countries.

Governor Robertson said he thought it had to be agreed, there-

that under present domestic monetary conditions the existing

guidelines were largely ineffective. Most banks were well below their

ceilings and were likely to remain there as long as domestic credit
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conditions remained restrictive. Further, there was much to be said

for dropping a governmental control when that control was no longer

needed. Such action tended to dispel fear that such controls would

become 
permanent. In addition, he felt that a suspension of the program

aPplicable to financial institutions might create an incentive for par-

ticipants under the Commerce Department program to perform better. The

guidelines could of course be reinstated on short notice if that appeared

n
ecessary. The financial institutions would be aware of that fact and

would be restrained accordingly. The voluntary program, he thought, had

been helpful in bringing home the need for moderation.

Governor Robertson went on to say that he believed announcement

of suspension would have a better psychological effect than announcement

Of a tighter voluntary program at this time. The latter might indicate

that 
the Government was pessimistic with respect to the domestic economy

and the balance of payments. Bank credit to foreigners was currently

being restrained by domestic monetary conditions and not by the volun-

tarY Program; it was simply less profitable to lend abroad. Suspension

of the program would reveal nothing with respect to the future course

Of 
monetary policy, but it should create optimism. A placing of the

Pre'gram for financial institutions on a standby basis could be justified

bn the ground that credit flows had actually reversed while direct invest-

ment outflows continued at a substantial rate.

Governor Robertson concluded by saying that he admittedly did

not know whether a proposal to suspend the part of the voluntary program
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for which the Federal Reserve had been assigned responsibility could be

Presented successfully to the Administration at this time.

Governor Daane observed that he and Governor Br immer had spelled

one another in attendance at meetings of the executive committee of the

Cabinet Committee on the Balance of Payments. At the most recent meet-

ing of that group the question of the bank portion of the voluntary

Program had come up, and he advised the group that the Board had the

matter under review. The shape of the Commerce Department program was

the Primary subject of discussion, including the question of how best

to obtain some further tightening. A Commerce Department representative

indicated that it was hoped to achieve some further tightening, and

Other members of the group pressed the Department to do more than the

DePartment apparently had in mind. It was in that context that the

question of the bank program came up. While it was admitted that under

current conditions the bank program guidelines were largely ineffective,

t seemed to be the general view that suspension of the bank program

w°uld damage the Commerce Department program. There was a widely

endorsed suggestion that some method be found under the bank program

to emphasize export credits; in fact, that was the chief recommendation

of the group. The possibility also was mentioned of a rollback of the

13"k Program ceilings. While that met with no great degree of enthusiasm,

the
J-lavor of the meeting clearly was that it would not be advisable to

think in terms of suspending the bank program at this time
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Governor Briumter said it had been his impression that there

would be an opportunity for the Board to work more fully on this matter.

He had been awaiting some documentation from the staff but had not yet

seen it. He wished to stress, however, that the Federal Reserve volun-

tary program was part of a Government-wide balance of payments program

and that the issues toward which it was addressed were still real issues.

Even under optimistic assumptions it appeared that the balance of pay-

ments deficit next year would be at least as large as this year. Further,

an assumption that the trends in foreign lending next year were likely to

be similar to this year appeared unwarranted. Even if the degree of

monetary restraint continued approximately unchanged, the capital account

might not behave as favorably as this year. If there was a lessening of

the degree of stringency in the domestic market, he would expect the

capital 
account to deteriorate appreciably, and one of the principal

8°4rces of potential deterioration would be on the bank side. Domestic

restraint, including higher interest rates, had kept the flow down this

Year, but the same conditions were not likely to be repeated next year.

He did not see the prospect of a further inflow to the banks; the motiva-

tion
" of increasingly higher rates would not be there. In short, in the

absence 
of the voluntary program he was not optimistic about balance of

Payments prospects, and he would not support the suggestion that the

Pr°gram for financial institutions be dropped at this time. He would

hope that it could be amended to give emphasis to export financing.
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Governor Daane said that, having worked closely with the balance

of payments problem since 1961, it was his instinctive feeling that while

a suspension of the voluntary program might have a good psychological

effect in terms of the banks, such action would not be compatible with

Providing clear evidence of determination to rectify the balance of

Payments. The Europeans would be likely to regard such action as back-

sliding.

His views, Governor Daane said, were fairly close to those of

Governor Brimmer. If additional fiscal action and economic developments

combined to warrant a change in monetary policy, a deterioration on

capital account could readily occur. He did not think it would be

advisable then to have the voluntary program on only a standby basis.

His general feeling was that any selective control should be subject to

Prompt removal when no longer needed. But he did not think this was the

time for removal of the voluntary program.

Governor Mitchell expressed support for Governor Robertson's

recommendation, adding that in his opinion the move should have been

tilade earlier. By this he referred to a suspension of the voluntary

Pr°gram rather than permanent removal of it. If developments such as

hose about which Governor Brimmer was apprehensive should occur, a

reinstatement of the voluntary program could be considered at the time,

bU t .
ln the interim he felt the Federal Reserve would be in a better

Posture vis-a-vis the banking system if it said that the voluntary
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Program applicable to financial institutions was unnecessary at present

and that it was going to be dropped, at least temporarily. Then the

banking system would be under no inhibition, if such presently existed

to any degree, as far as the financing of exports was concerned. The

Year 1967 might see quite a different economic environment, both domes-

tically and also in Western Europe, with effects on the balance of

Payments that could hardly be predicted at this point. In the meantime

the voluntary program was serving no purpose except to irritate people,

and it should be suspended.

Governor Shepardson said it had been his impression that there

was no evidence that the voluntary bank program had created difficulties

in terms of export financing, and Governor Robertson agreed. In this

connection he referred to a document issued by the Treasury in September

that he said constituted a devastating attack on charges that lack of

financing had been a factor holding down exports. The Treasury study

found no evidence to substantiate charges that the voluntary program

had .
ln any way cut down on exports.

Governor Brimmer suggested that the real issue was one of molding

the voluntary program in such a way as to give an extra stimulus to

e r)orts.

viding a

Asked whether there were such means other than through pro-

tax incentive, Governor Brimmer replied that he thought there

14ete several. For example, Mr. Gemmill of the Board's staff had sub-

Tnitted a suggestion that could be tied in with the Co um terce Department
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Program. He would have Mr. Celia:ill's paper distributed to the other

members of the Board for review. He had thought that some effort also

waS going to be made in a similar direction in regard to the voluntary

bank program, and he would hope that consideration would yet be given

to means by which the bank program could be so modified.

After some further discussion along those lines, Governor Daane

said that granted the theoretical grounds for suspension of the program--

with which he would not argue--there was still the practical question of

how the Federal Reserve would look if it failed to preserve a safeguard

that would give assurance to foreigners and in fact might contribute to

8°111e further progress toward equilibrium in the balance of payments. For

the Federal Reserve to seem to say at this point that it had done all it

could would, in his opinion, amount to poor strategy.

Governor Maisel expressed concern that merely keeping up a facade

would lead the Board into tactical difficulties. If continuation of the

1431untary program had the effect of discouraging other actions to redress

the balance of payments, the situation would be improved to that extent

by removing the program. The bank program at present had a fundamental

weakness in it because so much leeway was available under the guidelines,

which raised the question whether it should be continued.

Governor Brimmer observed that the Board was not bound to the

ilr°gram as presently constituted. There were various ways in which it

c°uld be altered. Accordingly, an assumption that the program could

11°t have any significant impact in 1967 was unwarranted.
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Governor Mitchell commented that the bank program had worked

quite well and had achieved more than many might have expected, though

in Part through happenstance. If the ceilings were now reduced, that

Would create quite a powerful incentive to thwart the program. It

seemed preferable to him to retain the good will of the financial insti-

tutions by suspending the program and then reinstating it if such a step

became necessary.

Governor Maisel repeated that as long as the program was volun-

tary there was the question whether to continue it in view of the leeway

that was available. In his opinion, some program was needed but the

voluntary concept was wrong. What should be worked out was some kind

°f mandatory program. He agreed with the view that the voluntary program

Should not be continued in a form in which such a large leeway was avail-

able, yet the Board probably was not in a position where it would want

to remove that leeway at this time. He would prefer a tax program to

a voluntary program. The latter, which had to depend on the willingness

Of
People to cooperate, was justifiable in an emergency, but the longer

Lt continued the less was the chance that it would work. The only prob-

lem he saw in suspending the voluntary program for financial 
institutions

was how such action would be interpreted in terms of indicating the 
course

Of monetary policy, but he did not think that that necessarily had to 
be a

compelling factor in the decision.

Governor Robertson then observed that it seemed obvious that the

Board was not prepared to reach a conclusion today. However, he hoped
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that a decision could be made tomorrow. He went on to say that he

would like to present to the Board his second preference (his first

Preference being suspension) in the thought that that might assist the

Board in coming to a judgment. His second preference would be to retain

the 1964 base and retain the 109 per cent ceiling on the ground that he

did not at the moment see any need for tightening the program. He would

bold the guidelines constant and allow the current leeway to be avail-

able to take care of exports. However, the Board should be in a position,

if great outflows occurred, to reinforce the program in some way if the

Government failed to come up with a better means of coping with the

Problem.

He was convinced, Governor Robertson said, that the voluntary

Pr°grams had just about run their limit and that it was high time for

decision on some mandatory controls. He personally favored a tax

Pr°gram, on a flexible basis, as the method that would work best over

the long pull. In any event, however, it was essential to come to grips

With the problem in some effective way.

Governor Robertson repeated that his preference, if suspension

Of the voluntary program was not feasible, would be to announce that

the 1964 base would continue and that the 109 per cent ceiling would

"t be changed. This meant that banks now close to or over the ceilings

tlesuld be expected to curtail operations and that other banks would be

"Pected to supply the needed credit. If, however, such a proposal
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could not be sold to the Administration and there was a decision that

the voluntary program must be tightened in some way to avoid the possi-

bility of a large outflow in 1967, then he would suggest retaining the

1964 base and the 109 per cent ceiling but requesting the banks not to

Utilize in 1967 more than 50 per cent of the leeway between the amount

of credit outstanding as of September 30, 1966, and the 109 per cent

adjusting the programceiling. That seemed to him the most fair way of

to eliminate the possibility of a large outflow.

aggregate leeway next year of about $575 million.

Turning to the program for nonbank financial

Governor Robertson said he had an entirely different

to submit.

It would provide

institutions,

an

kind of proposal

That program had been difficult to administer because of

he large number of participants and because not only credits but invest-

ments were involved. There had been complex guidelines and bases. He

would suggest that that program be simplified along lines that had been

developed by Mr. Partee. After outlining the key points in the proposed

Prc'gram modification, he noted that such a program would be easier to

dminister yet would permit only a moderate outflow. An outline, he

said, would be handed to the other members of the Board for their review.

The
members also would be given a memorandum containing the arguments

1`)1' suspending the voluntary program, along with figures bearing on

various alternatives that might be considered. He then reviewed briefly

a 
Aumber of such possibilities and described difficulties pertaining to

each.
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Chairman Martin expressed the view that logic was on the side

of Governor Robertson's recommendation for suspension. Any voluntary

Program that went on indefinitely tended to become increasingly ineffec-

tual. A program should either become mandatory or be terminated at

"me point. The voluntary program for financial institutions had been

quite successful to date, but it was likely to deteriorate from here on

out. However, the exigencies of the situation were such that he doubted

whether the Administration could be persuaded to go along with a suspen-

si" of the program. Therefore, it was desirable to have an alternative

Position on which to fall back.

Chairman Martin then withdrew from the meeting.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether consideration had been given

to a voluntary program applicable only to Western Europe, and Governor

Robertson said that that had not been considered. He noted, however,

that the existing program contained priorities for less-developed

Countries, to which he added that there had not been many problems

c°4cerning adherence to the priorities or many complaints from the less-

eloped countries. Mr. Partee commented on some of the administrative

Problems that would be involved in a limited-area program, and comments

418
were made on possibilities for tailoring the Commerce Department

PrPgram to focus more on Western Europe.

A request was then made for staff views and a number of tech-

Cal comments were offered. On the substantive side, Mr. Young observed
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that the possibilities with respect to the voluntary program appeared

to have been well laid out. It was principally a matter of judgment as

to the position that the Board should take first in discussions with the

Adminis tra t ion .

Mr. Solomon commented that the difference between viewpoints

appeared to involve primarily the question of public relations. As

everyone was aware, if there should be a turnaround in domestic credit

conditions, there could be a large outflow through the banks, and it

14as conceded that that should be discouraged. Attached to the proposal

f" suspension was the idea that if conditions turned around, some action

should be taken quickly. Those arguing against suspension would prefer

to have those steps definitely in place now. Everyone seemed agreed

that the outflow from banks was now being restrained primarily by domes-

tic 
Credit conditions.

Aside from the matter of public relations, Mr. Solomon said,

the re was the question of tactics in working with the Administration.

One
question was how the Federal Reserve could best exert pressure

t°14ard bringing about a stronger Commerce Department program.

The discussion concluded with comments by Mr. Partee on the

changes he had proposed in the program applicable to nonbank financial

inStitutions. It was understood that a description of those proposed

ellanges would be made available to the members of the Board, along with

the 
other papers Governor Robertson had mentioned earlier.
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The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Note: Governor Shepardson
today approved on behalf of the Board

the following items:

391

Letters to the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta (copies attached
48 Items 5 and 6) approving the designation of James N. Augustine as
special assistant examiner and the appointment of Donald E. Tate as
assistant examiner.

7
Assistant Secretar
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Lithe Matter of the Application of

411ST FLORIDA BANCORPORATION,
HAINES CITY, FLORIDA,

f: approval of the acquisition of
s;"ing shares of 11 banks in the
'ate of Florida.

seeti

as

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATION UNDER

BANK HOLDING COMPANY ACT

There has come before the Board of Governors, pursuant to

°4 3(a) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. 1342(a),

4Mended by Public Law 39-485) and

NMlation y (12 CFR 222.4(a)), an

Ilallcor
poration, Haines

holding company
Otj

shares in

dil'eet ownership in

440tIrae and Trust

S441'd; State Bank

4PhYrhi115;

Nillty Bank,

City,

through

each of the

section 222.4(a) of Federal Reserve

application by First Florida

Florida, for approval of action to become a

the acquisition

following banks

each bank up to at least 51

Company, Melbourne; Florida

of a sufficient number of

so as to bring Bancorporation's

per cent: National Bank of

State Bank of Sanford,

of Haines City, Haines City; Bank

The DeSoto National Bank

of Zephyrhills,

of Arcadia, Arcadia; Okeechobee

Okeechobee; The First State Bank, Fort Meade; Bank of Lake
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" a, take Alfred; Bank of Mulberry, Mulberry; National Bank of West

lielb°1-Irne, West Melbourne; and The United State Bank of Seminole, Sanford.

As required by section 3(b) of the Act, the Board notified the

C°111Pt1.°11er of the Currency and the Comptroller of Florida of receipt of

the 
application and requested their views and recommendations. Each of

tlle8e authorities recommended approval of the application.

Notice of receipt of the application was published in the

letal Register on July 30, 1966 (31 Federal Register 10343), which pro-

an 114ed
opportunity for submission of comments and views regarding the

h°Posed transaction. Time for filing such views and comments has expired

kW nil
- those filed with the Board have been considered by it.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, for the reasons set forth in the Board's

St atem ent of this date, that said application be and hereby is approved,

tOVided 
that the acquisition so approved shall not be consummated

(4) 4 f--ore the thirtieth calendar day following the date of this Order
or (4) 

later than three months after said date.

Dated at Washington, D. C., this 19th day of October; 1966.

By order of the Board of Governors.

Voting for this action: Chairman Martin, and

Governors Robertson, Shepardson, Maisel, and Brimmer.

Absent and not voting: Governors Mitchell and Daane.

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.

(SZAL)
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

APPLICATION BY FIRST FLORIDA BANCORPORATION,
HAINES CITY, FLORIDA, FOR APPROVAL OF ACQUISITION

OF 11 BANKS IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA

STATEMENT

First Florida Bancorporation, Haines City, Florida

corporation" or "Applicant"), has requested prior approval of the

Item No. 2
10/19/66

,c)ard
, Pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act of

195
as amended ("the Act"), of a proposal whereby Bancorporation would

a bank holding company through the acquisition of a sufficient

f voting shares in each of the following 11 banks in the State of

kida so 
as to bring its direct ownership in each bank up to at least

'lel' cent:

National
Bank of Melbourne and Trust Company, Melbourne

(dePosits, $21.9 million) ("Melbourne Bank");

'llorida State Bank of Sanford, Sanford
(dePosits, $13.3 million) ("Sanford Bank");

Sta 
te Bank of Haines City, Haines City

(d
eposits, $9.3 million) ("Haines City Bank"),

tent.
f" of Zephyrhills, Zephyrhills
kdePosits, $11.5 million) ("Zephyrhills Bank")

Ihe
ueSoto National Bank of Arcadia, Arcadia
Posits, $9.3 million) ("Arcadia Bank");
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Okeechobee County Bank, Okeechobee

(deposits, $6.0 million) ("Okeechobee Bank")

The First State Bank, Fort Meade

(deposits, $6.3 million) ("Fort Meade Bank")

Bank of Lake Alfred, Lake Alfred
(deposits, $5.3 million) ("Lake Alfred Btuk");

sank of Mulberry, Mulberry
(deposits, $6.0 million) ("Mulberry Bank");

National Bank of West Melbourne, West Melbourne

(deposits, $1.2 million) ("West Melbourne Bank");

The United State Bank of Seminole, Sanford
(deposits, $1.3 million) ("Seminole Bank").

3920

Bancorporation is an outgrowth of the so-called "McNulty Group
Of ba

nl , which commenced operations in 1934, was incorporated in 1960,

ark'
adqted its present corporate title in March 1966. Bancorporation

p nt-Y owns more than 20 per cent, but less than 25 per cent, of the
()tit s

tand trig voting shares of six of the banks named, and between 10 and

lc' Per 1/
cent of the remaining five banks. As of December 31, 1965, tbd

banks ad

n combined total deposits of approximately $92 million, and are

'u and operated as a group under the direction of an executive

Q().'41ittee
composed of the principal executive officers of each bank. In

addition,

the Melbourne and West Melbourne Banks are affiliated through

%11(41 stockholders, as are the two banks in Sanford, and the Haines City

411k and Lake Alfred Bank,

S otherwise noted, all banking data are as of this date.



Views  and recommendations of supervisory authorities. - As

reTlired by section 3(b) of the Act, notice of receipt of the application

Wien to, and views and recommendations requested of, the Comptroller

q the Currency and the Comptroller of Florida. Each of these authorities

t"aTiended approval of the application.

Statutory considerations. - Section 3(c) of the Act, as amended,

des that the Board shall not approve this acquisition if it will

t'Q8ult in a monopoly, or if it is in furtherance of any combination or con-

eY to monopolize or to attempt to monopolize the business of banking
8Pira

in a
11Y Part of the United States. Nor shall the Board approve this acqui-

attic), ,
- tf the effect in any section of the country may be substantially

to le,

'sell competition, or to tend to create a monopoly, or if the trans-

"'en in any other manner would be in restraint of trade, unless the

Itcl finds that the anticompetitive effects of the proposed transaction

41' clearly outweighed in the public interest by the probable effect of
th

transaction in meeting the convenience and needs of the community to

sc2tved. The Board is required to take into consideration the financial

tIlanagerial resources and future prospects of the proposed bank holding

Ptan
Y and the banks concerned, and the convenience and needs of the

tcltzunities to be served.

Comnetitive effect of proposed acquisition. - The 11 proposed

arY banks are located in six counties in Central and South-Central

Subsidi

4°rid
a. Four of the banks (Lake Alfred, Haines City, Fort Meade, and

rY) are located in Polk County; two (Melbourne and West Melbourne)
-kbQr
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servo the same area and are both in Brevard County; and two (Sanford and

Semi
n°1e) are in Seminole County and share the same service area. The

4oadia Bank, Okeechobee Bank, and Zephyrhills Bank are located, respec-

"lielY, in DeSoto, Okeechobee, and Pasco Counties. The 11 banks, alone

in combination, control the following percentage of total deposits in

the six counties: Brevard - 14; Seminole - 40; Polk - 10; DeSoto and

(Ikeeohobee - 100 (Applicant's proposed subsidiary is the only bank in each

e°411tY); and Pasco - 27. Presently, banks controlled by existing bank

hold
irlg companies operate in three of the six counties in which Applicant's

111°Pc'sed subsidiary banks are located. In Polk County, where four of

APPlicant's proposed

%It's 
proposal would

4tid one other holding
Of

subsidiary banks are located, consummation of Appli-

result in bank holding company control (Applicant

company group) of 29 and 30 per cent, respectively,

t°tal deposits and banking offices. In Brevard County, location of

ttio of 
Applicant's proposed subsidiary banks, bank holding company banks

110,ad control 29 and 13 per cent, respectively, of total deposits and

1144kilig Offices, In Seminole County, bank holding company subsidiaries

11(111(1 control, respectively, 73 per cent of the

three of the five ( 60 per cent) banking

Upon consummation

e°rIttel 2.5 per cent of the banking offices and 1 per cent of the total

deP°sits of banks in the State. Of the eight bank holding companies

()Itatillg in the State, Applicant's system would rank sixth in size of

total dePosits held. The eight holding companies would control 71 of the

offices,

total deposits and operate

of this proposal, Applicant's 11 banks would
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State ts
443 banks (16 per cent) and would hold $2.0 billion of deposits,

Ntesenting 26 per cent of all such deposits in the State. Measured by

total deposits, Applicant's system would rank fourteenth in size of the

4atn,
S banking organizations. The Board concludes that consummation of

4Plicant's proposal would not result in a monopoly nor be in furtherance

°f an attempt to monopolize the business of banking in the State of Florida,

or in
any part thereof served by Applicant's proposed subsidiary banks.

As to the likelihood of any substantial lessening of competition,

o te
ndeticy to monopoly, as a result of this proposal, the Board is unable

to 
conclude that either circumstance is likely to occur. The record

establishes

Applicentis
that little effective competition now exists between or among

proposed subsidiary banks. With the exception of the banks in

ttelbourne -West Melbourne, Sanford, and Haines City-Lake Alfred, Applicant's

Proposed subsidiary banks are separated by distances ranging from 19 to

148 miles. Consideration of these distances and of the size of the banks

i'llv°1ved preclude a finding as to the existence of measurable competition

betvTeen and among them, or the likelihood that significant competition

1111 develop

tt
resPect

the

the

in the foreseeable future. A similar conclusion is warranted

to competition between Melbourne Bank and West Melbourne Bank,

to 
banks in Sanford, and Haines City Bank and Lake Alfred Bank. Although

tvo
banks in each of the three areas are located near one another, and

ttl
t" cases serve the same areas, the existing

t170 b

anks in each of these areas negatives any

titial viable competition between them.
Dote

common ownership of the

suggestion of existing or
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On the basis of the record before it, the Board finds unlikely

snY substantial lessening of competition as between Applicant's proposed

subsidiaries and the banks with which they compete. Four of Applicant's

PtaPosed subsidiaries are the only banks located in their respective pri-

t4srY service areas. Five of the other subsidiaries have deposits ranging

frora 6,
YI million to approximately $9 million. The proposed affiliation with

APPlicant will not, in the Board's judgment, offer sufficient increased

"111Petitive strength to these institutions as to constitute them an undue

force
with respect to banks competing in the same market areas. The largest

Of Ap
plicant's proposed

dePc)sits), is one

e°1111tY, a bank holding company

$25.5 
million, competes within

Petirlg with Melbourne Bank in this area

eacll has deposits of about $12 million.

subsidiary banks, Melbourne Bank ($22 million of

of 17 banks in Brevard County. The largest bank in the

subsidiary with deposits of approximately

Melbourne Bank's service area. Also corn-

are nine other banks, two of which

In Seminole County, the area pri-

t[141.,
-LY served by Sanford Bank ($13 million of deposits) and Seminole Bank

(44a million of deposits), there are

flg from $12.5 to $4 million.

Consummation of Applicant's proposal will effect in both Brevard

three other banks with deposits

C°11tIty- and Seminole County a holding company system affiliation of the
14,

')e3t and smallest banks, a result not likely to adversely affect the

14q.Q h
-anks in either county, nor the smaller banks therein which are

hese

titlY competing successfully against banks of a size nearly as large
dt or

larger than that of Applicant's two proposed subsidiaries combined.
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On the basis of the foregoing considerations, the Board concludes

that consummation of Applicant's proposal would not have the effect of

substantially lessening competition, nor tending to create a monopoly.

Financial and mana erial resources and future ros ects. -

4Plicant's financial and managerial resources and its prospects are con-

sidered 
satisfactory. The financial and managerial resources of the

Ilic°130sed subsidiary banks are viewed as generally satisfactory. Assuming

the
"atinuation of the existing "group operation", the prospects of the

11 banks are also viewed as satisfactory; however, their prospects would

aPPea
I. somewhat more favorable if the existing affiliation were formalized

Piltsuant to Applicant's proposal. This conclusion reflects the Board's

Jud
gment that the banks, operating under Applicant's proposed control,

1411 b e better able to raise any necessary equity capital, and to attract

etain qualified management personnel, a factor presently a problem in
atid

%tai
--4 of the banks,

Convenience and needs of the communities involved. - The
afor„
'mentioned advantages likely to be realized by the banks when operated

timer A
tIPPlicant's control are also a factor in the Board's analysis of the

1/ 0babi

ccIro,
qnities to be served. The record in this matter does not reflect un-

sQrveci

major banking needs in any of the areas involved. However, in
tt-rm

ZQ4Pect
Lo certain aspects of the banks' operations appear sufficiently

4ble under Applicant's proposed increased ownership and control as to

t)Sttit--
.„
Le a consideration favorable to approval of the application.

t) ob

e effect of this proposal on the convenience and needs of the

s °E more efficient, higher quality bank operations, such results with
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Summary and conclusion. - On the basis of the findings herein,

the Board concludes that consummation of Applicant's proposal would not

14'lla resulting adverse competitive consequences, and that considerations

ej
ating to the banking factors involved and to the convenience and needs

the communities to be served offer some weight toward approval of the

appl
ication.

In the light of the factors set forth in the Bank Holding Company

Act ) and on the basis of the relevant facts of record, it is the Board's

juhment that the subject proposal is in the public interest and that the

aPtaication should be approved.

October 19, 1966.
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Item No. 3
10/19/66

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHINGTON, D. C.

laithe Matter of the Application of

CCHMONWEALTH CORPORATION,
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA,

1!Z approval of the acquisition of
Shares of The First Valley

4144, Weber City, Virginia.

ORDER EXTENDING PERIOD OF TIME PRESCRIBED

BY PROVISO IN ORDER OF APPROVAL

WHEREAS, by Order dated July 23, 1966, the Board of Governors,

auant to section 3(a) of the Bank Holding Ccmpany Act of 1956

(12
*S.C. 1842(a), as amended) and section 222.4(a) of Federal Reserve

ion Y (12 CFR 222.4(a)), approved an application on behalf of
V

Ullia Commonwealth Corporation, Richmond, Virginia, a registered bank
hold.

111g com-pany, for the Board's prior approval of the acquisition of

Per cent or more of the voting shares of The First Valley Bank, Weber
City

the
' Virginia, a proposed new bank; and said Order was made subject to

Pr"iao "that the acquisition so approved shall not be consummated

I (b) later than three months after said date [of Order]", and "that
The

Pitst Valley Bank shall be opened for business within six months

the date of the Board's Order]"; and
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VHEREAS, Virginia Commonwealth Corporation has applied to the

441rd for an extension of the time within which the approved acquisition

Nr be consummated and within which The First Valley Bank is to be opened

business; and it appearing to the Board that reasonable cause has been

for the extensions of time requested, and that such extensions vould

Nt be 
inconsistent with the public interest;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Board's Order of July 23, 1966,

8 PlIblished in the Federal Register on August 4, 1966 (31 Federal

Ileaister 
10485), be and it hereby is amended so that the proviso relating

to t.
the dates by which the acquisition approved shall be consummated, and

ci.rst Valley Bank opened for business, shall read: "(b) later than

1967, and provided, further, that The First Valley Bank shall
be 0

Pened for business no later than April 1, 1967."

Dated at Washington, D. C., this 19th day of October, 1966.

By order of the Board of Governors.

(SEAL) (Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

James H. Oltman, Manager,Bank 
Examinations Department,

Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
Nev York, New York. 10045

bear Mr. Oltman:

Item No. 4
10/19/66

ADDRESS orriciAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

October 20, 1966

This acknowledges your letter of September 23, 1966,re -
ceived at the Board on October 18, 1966, following your conversa-
i°4 with Mr. O'Connell of the Board's staff, enclosing a letter of

;ePtember 13, 1966, from Unadilla National Bank, Unadilla, New York,
uesting permission to examine a copy of the merger application,

u4ted November 5, 1962, involving the Unadilla National Bank and
reate Bank of Albany, Albany, New York. Unadilla National Bank's
lequest is stated to be related to a proposed merger by that bank
'th the Marine Midland National Bank of Troy.

The Board has granted the request of Unadilla National Bankand, -u114_, P rsuant thereto, you are authorized to make available to

the 
7illa's representatives the merger application in question with

to exception of the following pages, the contents of which are believed
of be of such nature and so related to the business of the State Bank
TheAlbany as to make improper their disclosure for the purpose proposed.
pa Pages to which Unadilla's representative is not to have access are
It g's 31, 33, 35, 38, 43, 45, 54, 55, 56, 56A, 62, 64, 68, 75, and 91.

arth
0, 's understood that Mx. O'Connell has discussed the general contentsss

pages with you and that you will take appropriate steps to
4 

ese 

re nondisclosure of their contents.

b The authorization herein granted contemplates the copying v
4tcuenadilla's representative of the subject application, with the
the Ptions above noted. It will be appreciated if you will transmit
Ilhatsubstance of this letter to the Unadilla National Bank and take

ever steps are necessary to effect the authorization given.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Kenneth A. Kenyon

Kenneth A. Kenyon,
Assistant Secretary.



BOARD OF GOVERNORS Item No. 5

OF THE 10/19/66

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

October 19, 1966

Mr. R. M. Stephenson, Vice President,

Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta,

Atlanta, Georgia. 30303

Dear Mr. Stephenson:

In accordance with the request contained

in your letter of October 14, 1966, the Board

approves the designation of James N. Augustine as

a special assistant examiner for the Federal

Reserve Bank of Atlanta.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Elizabeth L. Carmichael

Elizabeth L. Carmichael,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Mr. R. M. Stephenson, Vice President,

Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta,

Atlanta, Georgia. 30303

Dear Mr. Stephenson:

Item No. 6
10/19/66

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

October 19, 1966

In accordance with the request contained

in your letter of October 12, 1966, the Board

approves the appointment of Donald E. Tate as an

assistant examiner for the Federal Reserve Bank of

Atlanta. Please advise the effective date of the

appointment.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Elizabeth L. Carmichael

Elizabeth L. Carmichael,
Assistant Secretary.


